Appendix A:

Sample Set of Plans for I-44 and MO-13
(Springfield)
MISSOURI HIGHWAYS AND TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
PLANS FOR PROPOSED
STATE HIGHWAY
GREENE COUNTY
INTERCHANGE IMPROVEMENTS
FINAL PLANS

STA. 654+54.58
CONT. LOG MILE 232.116

PROJECT LENGTH 0.284 MILES
NEW INTERCHANGE CONFIGURATION (DD1):
DRAINAGE, PAVING, SIGNALS, LIGHTING
BRIDGE #A0443 - DECK REPAIR, LOW SLUMP CONCRETE
OVERLAY AND CATHODIC PROTECTION SYSTEM

NOTE: NOT TO SCALE
TYPICAL SECTION ON TANGENT AND CURVE
NBL ROUTE 13

STA.14+30.42 (€ NBL 13) TO STA. 14+44.05 (€ NBL 13) - TANGENT
STA.14+44.05 (€ NBL 13) TO STA. 14+91.37 (€ NBL 13) - CURVE

A2
NOT TO SCALE

ISOMETRIC VIEW

USE FOR VISUAL PURPOSES ONLY. DOES NOT SHOW SIGNALS, LIGHTING, AND SIGNING.
REFER TO PLANS FOR STATIONS AND OFFSETS.
REFER TO SPECIAL SHEET 32 FOR TYPE D CONC. BARRIER DETAILS.

6' CROSSWALK

24" WHITE STOP BAR

CAT TRACKS
(2" STRIPE, 4" SPACING)

8" CONC. ISLAND

2'X6' TRUNCATED DOME

8" CONC. ISLAND

8" CONC. ISLAND

8" CONC. ISLAND

2'X6' TRUNCATED DOME

8" CONC. ISLAND

GLARE SCREEN
(2" TYP. HEIGHT)

TYPE D CONC. BARRIER

8" CONC. MEDIAN

24" WHITE STOP BAR

SPECIAL SHEET
TYPE D CONC. BARRIER 3-D VIEW
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